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Abstract 
Smart TV broadcasting system is an extensively deployed application which charges users based 
on their subscription. In Smart TV broadcasting service environments, services providers charge 
subscription fee by scrambling the programs in CAS. This technique abstain unauthorized tele-
viewers to watch and receive the program. Smart TV malware presents significant threat to Ho-
meland Security. Security for contents running on smart TV terminals is important. As a new 
smart TV operating system, SMART TV OS offers great flexibility not only for users but also for ap-
plication developers. However, this flexibility exposes users to additional security threats. This is 
particularly dangerous for finance and healthcare applications which require high security for 
sensitive information and transactions. In this paper, we present the security mechanism of DCAS 
and the technology realization in SMART TV OS, a complete content protection system from head-
end to terminal. It has all managements and authorization control functions of traditional CA, 
supporting DCAS terminal and traditional CA simultaneously. 
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1. Introduction 
The NGB (Next Generation of Broadcast) Smart TV is a next generation television capable of transmitting, re-
ceiving and displaying a video stream. It provides access to on-demand gaming, home security, data services 
and digital music [1].  

In Smart TV broadcasting, service providers charge subscribing fee by scrambling the program with a CAS 
(Conditional Access System) as well as controlling the illegal reception of the charged program [2]. Digital TV 
CAS has the history nearly 30 years. Most of the CA adopts the smart card way to decrypt and at the same time 
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carries out the binding of machine and card [3]. CAS protects not only on live TV but also on VoD, data broad-
cast TV, TV value-added services such as mail wallet etc [4]. 

With the rapid development of technology in the field of DTV, more and more service provides deliver dif-
ferent types of multimedia content ranging from free access programs to services such as Pay-TV, to satisfy the 
ever-increasing demands of the users [5]. 

At present, the integration of CAS has been covered to all aspects of STB chip, loader, middleware, applica-
tions; the extent of binding machine card has been growing [6]. 

This tightly bound meet the demand of the early development of content protection in digital TV, but, its li-
mitation is more and more big, more and more prominent [7]. 

Terminal technology is closed and come to a standstill, can not form a horizontal market, and it is bad for the 
development of the industry [8]. Cable TV terminal morphology cannot expand to other terminals, limit died in 
set-top box [9]. 

It is particularly important to ensure the content security of NGB interconnection platform [10]. The content 
security model of traditional CA plus middleware is far from the demand of open smart TV platform [11]. 

In this background a longing with the mature of the security chip, the DCAS scheme which is based on soft-
ware and hardware separation begins to attract the world’s attention. 

In this paper, we analyzed the DCAS security mechanism, security key model, security data management 
mechanism of smart TV, putting forward a DCAS security model and technology realization of smart TV ter-
minal. 

2. System Overview  
The Cable broadcasting system consists of a headend transmitting content and the related information, Hybrid 
Fiber Coaxial (HFC) plant, and the user terminals receiving them [12]. In the headend, there are various systems 
including video encoders, CMTS, CAS and DCAS servers for providing broadcasting services through HFC 
plant [13]. In this paper, we analyzed the DCAS security mechanism, security key model, security data man-
agement mechanism of smart TV, putting forward a DCAS security model and technology realization of smart 
TV terminal. 

DCAS is a complete content protection system from headend to terminal [4]. It has all managements and au-
thorization control functions of traditional CA, supporting DCAS terminal and traditional CA simultaneously 
[14]. It can authorize the terminal by two-way channel and broadcast channel. The efficiency of authorization is 
high and the security of system is good [15]. The receiving terminal can download the client software through 
the DCAS, DCAS security mechanism using DCAS key mechanism, hardware and software security technology 
and security management, ensure the security of the whole broadcasting system. The DCAS key mechanism is 
consist of root key derivation, hierarchical key, security data management. The DCAS root key derivation make 
different DCAS system derive personalized root key based on the same terminal security chip, then the DCAS 
terminal can according to the DCAS client software which download from front end to realize decryption of the 
encrypted content of DCAS front end. The DCAS hierarchical key mechanism realize the authorization and trust 
among the DCAS terminal security chip, DCAS client software and DCAS front end through the handshake au-
thentication function, ensure the security of transmission of hierarchical key. DCAS security data management 
mechanism ensure the security and neutrality of DCAS system by using the method of data distributed security 
management. 

The DCAS system includes DCAS headend and the client terminals. The DCAS system consists of the DCAS 
headend, DCAS client software; security certification system; terminal security chip; DCAS application pro-
gram interface terminal software platform; security chip production key management and separated security 
equipment. 

3. The Security Design of DCAS System 
The security design of DCAS uses DCAS key mechanism, software and hardware security technology to protect 
the DCAS headend and terminal and guarantee the whole security of DCAS from end to end. 

The Smart TV OS have network interface, DCAS management module, the interface for memory access, fil-
ter interface, the interface of application communication, the interface of separated security device and the in-
terface of hierarchical key. 
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The DCAS module is map to the Smart TV OS. The security chip of DCAS is map to the hardware level of 
Smart TV OS. The drivers of security chip of DCAS is map to the Linux cornel of Smart TV OS. The CA com-
ponents and PKI of DCAS is map to the functional components layer of Smart TV OS. The API of DCAS is 
map to the execute environment layer of Smart TV OS. The DCAS manager is map to the application frame 
layer. The client of DCAS is map to the application layer of Smart TV OS. 

The key model of smart TV terminal is consist of the root key derivation mechanism, hierarchical key me-
chanism, security data management of scrambling and descrambling mechanism. 

The Root key derivation mechanism consists of the headend root key derivation and the terminal root key de-
rivation. The head end of DCAS is adopted the security data and algorithms which provided by the manufacturer 
of terminal security chip and security data management platform, after deriving the root key from certain secu-
rity chip of each terminal, it can work properly. 

The terminal of DCAS adopts the software of client which provide necessary information for security chip. 
The Hierarchical key mechanism include the function of multilayer key and handshake authentication func-

tion. 
Multi key function refers to the control word layer by layer encryption in a hierarchical way, ensure the con-

trol word in use and transfer security. Generating key DCAS head-end system to control word layer encryption, 
terminal security chip receives the key layer decoding reduction control word, terminal security chip should 
support the three layer key mechanism. 

Three key mechanisms is to ensure the control word transmitted in the terminal securely [5]. Three layer key 
mechanism by the root key K3 from the root key derivation module, followed by EK3 (K2) EK2 decryption, 
(K1), EK1 (CW) to obtain the control word descrambling necessary; at the same time, with the front end K2 
send handshake information (nonce) and complete response is handshake authentication. 

The Handshake authentication function is the validation of terminal security chip in the two-way system. 
Terminal security chip for authentication data received by hierarchical key in the key processing and return the 
results, DCAS headend to the terminal security chip results returned by the certification. 

The Security data management mechanism is the central part of the DCAS key mechanism. The security in-
formation of decentralized management, the required headend and terminal root key derivation of information 
by the conditions of security data management platform. 

The business of scrambling and descrambling mechanism is to realize the business data from the headend to 
the security terminal. 

4. The Security Mechanism of DCAS Terminal Software 
The Security Mechanism of Terminal Software 

1) Bottom-up trusted chain 
The DCAS client software security mechanism is based on a bottom-up trusted chain, software from the ter-

minal security chip to start loading terminal software, software platform and the DCAS user end, build trusting 
chain using digital signature technology, only in the chain of trust to each link by signature verification, after a 
chain of trust links can start. DCAS client software in addition to the signature verification, in the operation 
should also be data security guarantee mechanism. 

2) Start loading software certification 
Start loading software before the operation by the security chip for the data source to verify the reliability and 

data integrity verification. Safety data management platform is responsible for the management of boot loader 
software signature. 

3) Terminal software platform authentication 
4) The DCAS client software verification. 
Before the terminal software download and run by the boot loader software locally on the sources of data re-

liability and data integrity verification. 
The DCAS client software needs to be sources of data reliability and data integrity verification by the terminal 

software before downloading and running. The DCAS client software to download according to application op-
erators under the file access permissions to access terminal resources. 

5) The data security of DCAS client software 
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The data of DCAS client software in the terminal, to guarantee the security of data storage, avoid because of 
abnormal power failure caused by factors such as loss of data. 

Important data encryption storage, encryption handshake authentication mechanism can be used to encrypt the 
data. 

5. The Security Mechanism of DCAS Terminal Hardware 
The Security Mechanism of Terminal Hardware 
The DCAS terminal hardware security mechanism is ensured by the terminal security chip. 

1) The function of terminal security chip 
Terminal security chip includes: OTP, root key derivation, hierarchical key descrambling and decoding mod-

ule. 
2) Terminal security chip work flow 
Terminal security chip work flow: power on chip, OTP through ESCK and SCK built-in reduction function to 

generate SCK, and provide the root key derivation module, for generating the root key K3. Hierarchical key 
module receives the root key for decryption of K3 process and related key handshake authentication. Hierar-
chical key module consists of two functions: to enter the encryption key to realize hierarchical decryption; han-
dle the handshaking information (nonce), and to generate the authentication response (DA (nonce)). The final 
decryption of CW obtained was sent to descramble and decoding module for business descrambling and decod-
ing.  

3) The work flow of decryption of security chip 
Terminal security chip should follow the following procedure decryption scrambler business: 
a) should receive encrypted EK3 (K2), the use of K3 to decrypt the ciphertext, and generate K2; 
b) should receive encrypted EK2 (K1), the use of K2 to decrypt the ciphertext, and generate K1; 
c) CW used to decrypt the scrambling operation. 
EK3 (K2) said encrypted with the key K3 data K2. 
EK2 (K1) said encrypted with the key K2 data K1. 
EK2 (K1) said encrypted with the key K2 data K1. 
EK1 (CW/Key) said encrypted with the key K1 data CW. 
K3 is sent root key, length of 16 bytes. 
K2 is used to decrypt K1 key, the length is 16 byte 
K1 is used to decrypt CW key, the length is 16 bytes. 
CW is for descrambling operation key, the length is 8 or 16 bytes. 
4) Hierarchical key algorithm: 
a) in the use of TDES algorithm, the key for every 7 bit after adding 1 bit redundant bits, 112 bit key up to 

128 bits (16 bytes). 
b) level key in AES refers to the FIPS defined in PUB 197 standard AES-128 algorithm, calculated using the 

128 bit, model for the ECB. 

6. The Technology Implementation of DCAS in SMART TV OS  
6.1. The Interface of DCAS in SMART TV OS 
The DCAS module is correspondence with the level of SMART TV OS. 

The hardware of SMART TV OS is correspondence with the security chip of DCAS. 
The Linux kernel of SMART TV OS is correspondence with the all kinds of drivers about security chip of 

DCAS. 
The Functional components layer of SMART TV OS is correspondence with the PKI component and CA 

component of DCAS. 
The Execute environment layer of SMART TV OS is responsible for abstract API from DCAS. 
The Application framework layer of SMART TV OS is correspondence with the Conditional Access Manager 

of DCAS. 
The Application layer of SMART TV OS is correspondence with the Client of DCAS. 
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6.2. The Management of DCAS  
DCAS management is the core of the DCAS implementation of SMART TV OS [6]. 

CAS Module Manager is responsible for receiving program player events and accessing information related to 
current CA scrambling program, CAS Module Manger is selected according to the CA application of CA infor-
mation; application management client for CA application for registration, so that CAS Module Manager is used 
in selecting the CA; each CA application client management service is responsible for the management of regis-
tration; the Chip Controller is responsible for local authentication. Descramber Context is responsible for the CA 
after descrambling data delivery to the security chip. 

7. The Test Scheme of DCAS Security Chip 
This program focuses on the functionality testing related to DCAS security chip, including the root key deriva-
tion, descrambling, handshake authentication. 

7.1. Test Preparation 
1) Prepared by the Chip manufacturers 
The hardware platform which has installed the security chip need to be tested; 
The software environment which is used to test the security chip; 
The actual ChipID list used for test security chip; 
The corresponding ESCK used for test security chip; 
The corresponding Seedv used for test security chip (use Vendor_SysID = 0 to generate); 
The reduction function of SCK; 
The preliminary processing function of SCK; 
The root key derivation function; 
The corresponding tools for burning test platform for Bootloader; 
The corresponding signature tool for Security chip; 
The Bootloader file for test; 
2) Prepared by the TA (Trust Authority) 
The test stream contains at least 3 program streams. They are transparent program streams , the scrambling 

program stream which has 8 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle, the scrambling program stream which has 
16 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle respectively. 

The KeyLadder data which is generated using the AES algorithm, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 
(CW). 

The KeyLadder data which is generated using the TDES algorithm, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 
(CW). 

7.2. Test Content 
1) Reading the chip ID 
This test will verify the unique identifier (ChipID) reading function of security chip. 
The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 

chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; the actual chip ID used to test the security chip provided by the chip manufacture. 

The test step: starting the test platform; execute the operation of reading serial number of the security chip; 
Compared the operation result whether consistent with the ID information provided by the chip manufacturers. 

Shutdown the test platform. 
The expectation of the test is the chip ID reading from the test program is consistent with the known chip ID. 
2) The program broadcast function when the CW is not encrypted 
This test will verify the function of playing a transparent and scrambling streams by security chip. At the 

same time this test will verify the support ability to 8 byte and 16 byte control word by the security chip. 
The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 

chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; the Trust Authority provides the test stream, the stream contains at least 3 program stream, transparent 
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program stream, the program stream which has 8 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling, the pro-
gram stream which has 16 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling respectively. 

The test step: starting the test platform; Tuning to transparent program stream, tuning to the scrambling pro-
gram stream, set 8 bytes control word, Tuning to the scrambling program stream 2, set 16 bytes control word 
and play. Shutdown the test platform. 

The expectation of the test is the programs can be played normally.  
3) Using the correct Vendor_SysID to play the scrambling program which the CW is encrypted by the AES 

algorithm.  
This test will verify whether the security chip meet the keyladder function defined by the DCAS through 

broadcast by the scrambling program. Using the AES algorithm to encrypt the data, the security chip should be 
able to decrypt the scrambling program correctly. This test uses the Vendor_SysID which is used by the chip test 
specially, the value is 0. 

The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 
chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; the Trust Authority provides the test stream, the stream contains at least 3 program stream, transparent 
program stream, the program stream which has 8 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling, the pro-
gram stream which has 16 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling respectively. The Chip manufac-
turer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary processing function and the root 
key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. Trust Authority according to the data provided 
by the chip manufacturers, using the correct Vendor_SysID (0) and the AES algorithm for generating KeyLad-
der test data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Tuning to the scrambling program stream 1, set the Vendor_SysID 
and KeyLadder data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW), playing the scrambling program. Tuning to the 
scrambling program stream 2, set the Vendor_SysID and KeyLadder data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 
(CW), playing the scrambling program. Shutdown the test platform. 

4) Using the correct Vendor_SysID to play the program which the CW is encrypted by the TDES algorithm. 
This test will verify whether the security chip meet the keyladder function defined by the DCAS through 

broadcast by the scrambling program. Using the TDES algorithm to encrypt the data, the security chip should be 
able to decrypt the scrambling program correctly. This test uses the Vendor_SysID which is used by the chip test 
specially, the value is 0. 

The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 
chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; the Trust Authority provides the test stream, the stream contains at least 3 program stream, transparent 
program stream, the program stream which has 8 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling, the pro-
gram stream which has 16 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling respectively. The Chip manufac-
turer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary processing function and the root 
key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. Trust Authority according to the data provided 
by the chip manufacturers, using the correct Vendor_SysID (0) and the AES algorithm for generating KeyLad-
der test data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Tuning to the scrambling program stream 1, set the Vendor_SysID 
and KeyLadder data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW), playing the scrambling program. Tuning to the 
scrambling program stream 2, set the Vendor_SysID and KeyLadder data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 
(CW), playing the scrambling program. Shutdown the test platform. 

5) Using the error Vendor_SysID to play the scrambling program which the CW is encrypted by the AES al-
gorithm.  

This test will verify whether the security chip meet the keyladder function defined by the DCAS through 
broadcast by the scrambling program. When input the error Vendor_SysID and the correct KeyLadder data, and 
the data is encrypted using the AES algorithm, the security chip should not be able to descrambling the encrypt 
program. This test uses the Vendor_SysID which is used by the chip test specially, the value is 0. 

The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 
chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; the Trust Authority provides the test stream, the stream contains at least 3 program stream, transparent 
program stream, the program stream which has 8 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling, the pro-
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gram stream which has 16 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling respectively. The Chip manufac-
turer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary processing function and the root 
key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. Trust Authority according to the data provided 
by the chip manufacturers, using the correct Vendor_SysID (0) and the AES algorithm for generating KeyLad-
der test data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Tuning to the scrambling program stream 1, set the error Ven-
dor_SysID and KeyLadder data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW), playing the scrambling program. 
Tuning to the scrambling program stream 2, set the error Vendor_SysID and KeyLadder data, including EK3 
(K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW), playing the scrambling program. Shutdown the test platform. 

6) Using the error Vendor_SysID to play the scrambling program which the CW is encrypted by the TDES 
algorithm.  

This test will verify whether the security chip meet the keyladder function defined by the DCAS through 
broadcast by the scrambling program. When input the error Vendor_SysID and the correct KeyLadder data, and 
the data is encrypted using the TDES algorithm, the security chip should not be able to descrambling the encrypt 
program. This test uses the Vendor_SysID which is used by the chip test specially, the value is 0. 

The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 
chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; the Trust Authority provides the test stream, the stream contains at least 3 program stream, transparent 
program stream, the program stream which has 8 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling, the pro-
gram stream which has 16 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling respectively. The Chip manufac-
turer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary processing function and the root 
key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. Trust Authority according to the data provided 
by the chip manufacturers, using the correct Vendor_SysID (0) and the TDES algorithm for generating Key-
Ladder test data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Tuning to the scrambling program stream 1, set the error Ven-
dor_SysID and KeyLadder data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW), playing the scrambling program. 
Tuning to the scrambling program stream 2, set the error Vendor_SysID and KeyLadder data, including EK3 
(K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW), playing the scrambling program .Shutdown the test platform. 

7) Using the correct Vendor_SysID and error KeyLadder data to play the scrambling program which the CW 
is encrypted by the AES algorithm.  

This test will verify whether the security chip meet the keyladder function defined by the DCAS through 
broadcast by the scrambling program. When input the correct Vendor_SysID and error KeyLadder data, and the 
data is encrypted using the AES algorithm, the security chip should not be able to descrambling the encrypt pro-
gram.  

The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 
chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; the Trust Authority provides the test stream, the stream contains at least 3 program stream, transparent 
program stream, the program stream which has 8 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling, the pro-
gram stream which has 16 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling respectively. The Chip manufac-
turer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary processing function and the root 
key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. Trust Authority according to the data provided 
by the chip manufacturers, using the correct Vendor_SysID (0) and the AES algorithm for generating KeyLad-
der test data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Tuning to the scrambling program stream 1, set the error Ven-
dor_SysID and KeyLadder data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW), playing the scrambling program. 
Tuning to the scrambling program stream 2, set the error Vendor_SysID and KeyLadder data, including EK3 
(K2), EK2 (K1), EK1 (CW), playing the scrambling program .Shutdown the test platform. 

8) Using the correct Vendor_SysID and error KeyLadder data to play the scrambling program which the CW 
is encrypted by the TDES algorithm.  

This test will verify whether the security chip meet the keyladder function defined by the DCAS through 
broadcast by the scrambling program. When input the correct Vendor_SysID and error KeyLadder data, and the 
data is encrypted using the TDES algorithm, the security chip should not be able to descrambling the encrypt 
program.  
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The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 
chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; the Trust Authority provides the test stream, the stream contains at least 3 program stream, transparent 
program stream, the program stream which has 8 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling, the pro-
gram stream which has 16 bytes control word contains 4 CW cycle scrambling respectively. The Chip manufac-
turer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary processing function and the root 
key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. Trust Authority according to the data provided 
by the chip manufacturers, using the correct Vendor_SysID (0) and error K1’ and the TDES algorithm for gene-
rating KeyLadder test data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1’ (CW). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Tuning to the scrambling program stream 1, set the correct Ven-
dor_SysID and error KeyLadder data, including EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1’ (CW), playing the scrambling pro-
gram. Tuning to the scrambling program stream 2, set the correct Vendor_SysID and error KeyLadder data, in-
cluding EK3 (K2), EK2 (K1), EK1’ (CW), playing the scrambling program .Shutdown the test platform. 

9) Using the correct Vendor_SysID and the AES algorithm to verify the handshake authentication. 
This test will verify under the protection of AES algorithm the handshake authentication function of the secu-

rity chip.  
The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 

chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; The Chip manufacturer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary 
processing function and the root key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. TA uses the 
correct Vendor_SysID (0) according to the data provided by the chip manufacturers and function, providing the 
handshake authentication of Nonce, and uses AES algorithm to check the return of the DA chip (Nonce). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Set the correct Vendor_SysID (0), set the Nonce data used for hand-
shake authentication. Check the DA (Nonce) data returned by the security chip. Shutdown the test platform. 

10) Using the correct Vendor_SysID and the TDES algorithm to verify the handshake authentication.  
This test will verify under the protection of TDES algorithm the handshake authentication function of the se-

curity chip.  
The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 

chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; The Chip manufacturer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary 
processing function and the root key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. TA uses the 
correct Vendor_SysID (0) according to the data provided by the chip manufacturers and function, providing the 
handshake authentication of Nonce, and uses TDES algorithm to check the return of the DA chip (Nonce). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Set the correct Vendor_SysID (0), set the Nonce data used for hand-
shake authentication. Check the DA (Nonce) data returned by the security chip. Shutdown the test platform. 

11) Using the error Vendor_SysID and the AES algorithm to verify the handshake authentication. 
This test will verify under the protection of AES algorithm the handshake authentication function of the secu-

rity chip.  
The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 

chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; The Chip manufacturer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary 
processing function and the root key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. TA uses the 
error Vendor_SysID (0) according to the data provided by the chip manufacturers and function, providing the 
handshake authentication of Nonce, and uses AES algorithm to check the return of the DA chip (Nonce). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Set the error Vendor_SysID (0), set the Nonce data used for hand-
shake authentication. Check the DA (Nonce) data returned by the security chip. Shutdown the test platform. 

12) Using the error Vendor_SysID and the TDES algorithm to verify the handshake authentication. 
This test will verify under the protection of TDES algorithm the handshake authentication function of the se-

curity chip.  
The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 

chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; The Chip manufacturer provide the ESCK, Seedv, and SCK reduction function, SCK preliminary 
processing function and the root key derivation function corresponding for the security chip test. TA uses the 
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error Vendor_SysID (0) according to the data provided by the chip manufacturers and function, providing the 
handshake authentication of Nonce, and uses TDES algorithm to check the return of the DA chip (Nonce). 

The test step: starting the test platform; Set the error Vendor_SysID (0), set the Nonce data used for hand-
shake authentication. Check the DA (Nonce) data returned by the security chip. Shutdown the test platform. 

13) Right Bootloader signature data, starting security verification. 
This test will verify the security starting function of the security chip under the right signature of bootloader. 
The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 

chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; The Chip manufacturer provide relevant tools for burning Bootloader of the test platform; The chip manu-
facturers provide the corresponding signature tool of the security chip for testing and the Bootloader file. The 
chip manufacture should ensure the OTP area has been configured to enable security startup function state. TA 
uses the BLK1 which is signed by BLK0 to sign the Bootloader. 

The test step: using the BLK1 which is signed by BLK0 to sign the Bootloader. Burning the bootloader which 
has been signed to the test platform. Starting the test platform; Shutdown the test platform. 

The platform should be able to start properly. 
14) Error Bootloader signature data, starting security verification. 
This test will verify the security starting function of the security chip under the right signature of bootloader. 
The test environment: the hardware platform which has been installed the chip to be tested provided by the 

chip manufacture; the software environment which has been used to test the chip provided by the chip manufac-
ture; The Chip manufacturer provide relevant tools for burning Bootloader of the test platform; The chip manu-
facturers provide the corresponding signature tool of the security chip for testing and the Bootloader file. The 
chip manufacture should ensure the OTP area has been configured to enable security startup function state. TA 
uses the BLK1 which is signed by BLK0 to sign the Bootloader. 

The test step: using the BLK1 which is signed by BLK0 to sign the Bootloader. Burning the bootloader which 
has been signed to the test platform. Starting the test platform; Shutdown the test platform. 

The platform should not be able to start properly. 

8. Conclusion  
In this paper, we present DCAS, a complete content protection system from headend to terminal. It has all ma-
nagements and authorization control functions of traditional CA, supporting DCAS terminal and traditional CA 
simultaneously. DCAS security mechanism using DCAS key mechanism, hardware, software security technol-
ogy and security management ensures the content security of the whole broadcast system. 
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